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A Year at the Port of Long Beach
Vessel Calls
Port of Long Beach Cargo Movement Diagram
Port of Long Beach Vignette - The average tourist arriving to the Long Beach Cruise Terminal is greeted with this view of Harbor 
Scenic Blvd. when looking southwest. This barrier marks the beginning of port-owned land, and presents an extremely unfavorable 
front. The Port of Long Beach is an incredibly complex and fascinating site, which begs the question: how can this area be 
transformed?




















Port of Long Beach Schematic Section
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First Draft of Concept Proposal:
Port of Long Beach  Vignette - The o-dock railways are responsible for transporting cargo to distribution centers, and the port looks
to expand cargo transportation by means of these railways. However, the railways present another intimidating boundary between the 
city and the port. They expand the port’s inuence outside of the city’s zoning and clearly delineated borders.
Concept Proposal Draft - Ground Floor Schematic Plan
Industrialized sites largely exist as rigid 
and immutable spaces, with clearly 
dened borders. Public access is 
restricted in the interest of security, and
signs emblazoned with the text 
“PRIVATE PROPERTY Keep Out” line the
chain-link delineated boundaries.
Architecture plays a crucial role in the 
development and maintenance of sites 
such as these by materializing the 
concept of industrialized islands, whose 
cities are safe from harm on far o shores. 
I chose to explore the Port of Long Beach
for my thesis, as it is an exemplar of 
industrialization that strives to remain 
separated from its city. Each site such as 
the port maintains a relationship with its 
surrounding city: one of possession and 
ultimately, one of disregard.
The port does not disguise itself, nor does 
it make an eort to integrate itself with 
the city. The port has been physically 
cordoned o from the city by the Los 
Angeles River on one side and the 
merging of the 710 and 47 freeways on 
the other. The city is designed to grow 
around the port, but when the port 
needs room for expansion, the city must 
be taken over. 
I would like my thesis project to serve as a critique 
of industry in relation to the city, by investigating 
the Port of Long Beach. It should rst and foremost 
emphasize the rigidity of the hidden boundaries 
through an antithetical and dynamic design 
intervention. The thesis will propose an active 
industrial port as the basis for demonstration 
of exibility. 
First, the desolate areas of land which have been 
identied not as port-owned land, but as sections 
which have been aected by cargo transportation 
(such as land directly adjacent to railways, freeways,
 and storage), will become porous gateways which 
lead into the port through large-scale design 
interventions. The port itself will remain at its 
existing site, but become rearranged within its 
imagined boundaries with new opportunities for 
public engagement. 
The goal of the thesis would be to create an 
overlapping public and industrial space that 
almost seems utopian (not only imagining the 
organization of the Port of Long Beach as that of a 
21st century port, but as one of a future), doing away 
with the concept of industrialized islands through: 
encouragement of urban activity, limiting the 
spread of port development, and reprogramming 
the space.
Reconnecting the City and Port
